
Kung Fu Kitchen Trip by Krish 

On the 16th of November, we went on a school trip to Kung Fu Kitchen which is a restaurant which is 

only a 15-minute walk away from school. Once we reached the restaurant, we all sat down in our 

tables. I was on a table with Zak, Daiki, Avesta, Sohail, Daniel, Nathan, Sripratish, Darius and Krishiv. 

We all chose where to sit on the front table, and I chose to sit on the corner. I am a vegetarian and so 

are Sripratish and Krishiv, that’s why we ordered multiple vegetarian dishes which were all delicious. 

When we arrived at the restaurant, we were taught by the teachers how to use chopsticks correctly 

and we played a game where we had to give each other a napkin without it dropping once. My table 

was not very good, but I did learn how to use chopsticks which is a very useful skill. After 10-15 

minutes, once we had all settled down, all the rice arrived it was warm and had this sticky texture 

which made it so good. After the rice came, most of the meat dishes had been delivered but luckily, 

the Pak Choi was also there. It was covered in a soy sauce like sauce which had a slight salty and 

mysterious taste, however it was my favourite dish, and I had a lot of it with my rice.  

Finally, my spring rolls came, and I wolfed it down because I had skipped lunch and was starving. The 

spring rolls came with this delicious, sweet sauce which I had most of. Some other people on my table 

ordered Milk tea which looked really nice, and I will for sure order it next time I go there with my 

family. Our last dish was the sweet and sour vegan aubergines, which is their most popular dish, 

despite it being very popular I did not enjoy it that much and thought the flavour was too strong. Just 

before we left, me, Zak and Sohail all did a chilli challenge where we would see who could eat the 

chilli’s without needing water for the longest time. 

I really enjoyed the trip and can’t wait to return to Kung Fu Kitchen. 

Kung Fu Kitchen Trip by Saharsh  

On Wednesday the 16th of November, my year 8 Mandarin class went to a restaurant called Kung fu 

kitchen. Kung fu kitchen is located next to the Reading University’s sport centre and their postcode is 

RG2 7AZ. After the 15-20 min walk, we finally reached there and was warmly welcomed by the owner 

of the restaurant. She led us to our tables and took our orders. We gave her Christopher’s book 

because that had all our orders. After she took our orders, she asked if anyone had any allergies. Kamil 

asked if the meat was halal and lucky for him, the meat was halal. Akshay was the only the only 

vegetarian on our table so she said that she would get his order first. Before she got our main course, 

we played a game that Mr Cooper suggested. We had to carry a napkin all around the table with our 

chopsticks without making it fall. If it fell, we had to start again. We had many attempts but, in the 

end, we couldn’t make it. After some time, a big tub of rice came. 

I probably had around three rounds of rice because it was so YUMMY! Eventually our main dishes 

came. I ordered stir fry baby squid with chillies but (in my opinion, I would say the Maulik’s fish was 

the best or Jacob’s sweet and spicy chicken.) I played a spice game. We ate 10 chillies smothered in 

the hottest sauce there was. We both were crying at the end yet laughing at the same time. I can’t 

wait for the next I go there. 

 

 

 

 



Kung Fu Kitchen Trip by Shriyaans 

On Wednesday, me and my friends in MEP went to Kung-Fu Kitchen. It was a cloudy and dry day and 

we had a short walk from school to Kung-Fu Kitchen. In my group was: Savinu, Kaarmakhil, Adedayo, 

me, Jude, Jeremy, YingGe, Edward and Ethan. We ordered: bullet chilli chicken, rice, potato noodles, 

sweet roasted aubergine, sweet and chilli chicken and sweet and chilli pork. We had to speak in 

mandarin and eat with chopsticks, which was very easy. I ordered chocolate bubble tea with tapioca 

it was very delicious. I found the chicken not spicy and it was everyone’s favourite dish along with the 

aubergine. What I enjoyed most was when I could spend time with my friends and practise my 

mandarin with them. 

 


